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Although buprenorphine and methadone are both effective treatments for opioid dependence, their efficacy can vary significantly among

patients. Genetic differences may explain some of the variability in treatment outcome. Understanding the interactions between genetic

background and pharmacotherapy may result in more informed treatment decisions. This study is a pharmacogenetic analysis

of the effects of genetic variants in OPRD1, the gene encoding the d-opioid receptor, on the prevalence of opioid-positive urine tests in

African-Americans (n¼ 77) or European-Americans (n¼ 566) undergoing treatment for opioid dependence. Patients were randomly

assigned to treatment with either methadone or buprenorphine/naloxone (Suboxone) over a 24-week open-label clinical trial, in which

illicit opioid use was measured by weekly urinalysis. In African-Americans, the intronic SNP rs678849 predicted treatment outcome for

both medications. Methadone patients with the CC genotype were less likely to have opioid-positive urine tests than those in the

combined CT and TT genotypes group (relative risk (RR)¼ 0.52, 95% confidence interval (CI)¼ 0.44–0.60, p¼ 0.001). In the

buprenorphine treatment group, however, individuals with the CC genotype were more likely to have positive opioid drug screens than

individuals in the combined CT and TT genotypes group (RR¼ 2.17, 95% CI¼ 1.95–2.68, p¼ 0.008). These findings indicate that the

genotype at rs678849 predicts African-American patient response to two common treatments for opioid dependence, suggesting that

matching patients to treatment type based on the genotype at this locus may improve overall treatment efficacy. This observation

requires confirmation in an independent population.
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INTRODUCTION

Opioid abuse or dependence has affected more than two
million people in the United States (National Survey on
Drug Use and Health, 2011). This number includes those
dependent on heroin and the rapidly growing number of
individuals dependent on prescription pain medications
(Birnbaum et al, 2011). Opioid dependence is now the
second most common cause of entry into drug treatment
programs, trailing only alcoholism, and prescription
opioid dependence alone accounts for an estimated
$55.7 billion in societal costs in the United States
(Birnbaum et al, 2011).

Methadone and buprenorphine are the two most
commonly prescribed FDA-approved treatments for opioid
dependence. Methadone has been in use for more than
40 years and is primarily administered as a maintenance
therapy in daily oral doses in a highly regulated and
specially licensed clinical setting. Buprenorphine is a newer
treatment option, but has recently become more widely
used because of its availability in primary care settings and
more favorable safety profile (Amass et al, 1998). In the
United States, buprenorphine is frequently compounded
with naloxone, a parenterally active (but sublingually
inactive) opioid receptor antagonist, to discourage patients
from injecting the compound (Fudala et al, 1998).
A meta-analysis of clinical trials found both methadone

and buprenorphine to be successful in treating opioid
dependence compared with placebo (Mattick et al, 2008).
Although both medications are efficacious in many
individuals, a significant number of patients do not have
successful treatment outcomes and illicit opioids are
detected in 34–62% of urine samples collected during
treatment (Fiellin et al, 2001; Johnson et al, 1995; Ling et al,
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1996; Mattick et al, 2008; Pani et al, 2000; Strain et al, 1999).
Environmental factors account for some of this variation in
treatment outcome. A large meta-analysis found mild-to-
moderate associations between opioid use, both during and
after treatment, and a variety of factors, including employ-
ment status, association with drug-using peers, stability of
personal relationships, stress, and depression (Brewer et al,
1998). Although environmental factors have a substantial
role in determining treatment outcome, genetic variation in
the population has also been shown to alter the efficacy of
medications. Variants in ABCB1, ANKK1, and DRD2 have
been associated with optimal methadone dose (Crettol et al,
2006; Hung et al, 2011). ARRB2 and the cytochrome P450
genes, which encode enzymes involved in drug metabolism,
have also been associated with variability in the response to
methadone treatment for opioid addiction (Levran et al,
2011; Oneda et al, 2011).
The OPRD1 gene encodes the d-opioid receptor (DOR), a

G-protein-coupled receptor that regulates reward effects in
the brain through activation of downstream MAP kinase
pathways (Herz, 1998). The opioid receptor family includes
DOR, m-opioid receptor (MOR), and k-opioid receptor
(KOR), all of which have varying affinities for both
endogenous and exogenous opioid peptides (reviewed in
Janecka et al (2004)). Binding of opioids to either DOR
or MOR results in rewarding effects, whereas activation of
KOR results in stimulus aversion (Di Chiara and Imperato,
1988; Herz, 1998). DOR is also known to regulate analgesia
and mood-related phenotypes in mice, and OPRD1 knock-
out mice have a reduced ability to develop morphine
tolerance compared with wild-type mice (Filliol et al, 2000;
Zhu et al, 1999).
Previous studies have associated numerous variants in

OPRD1 with the risk of opioid dependence. A synonymous
variant, rs2234918 (G307G), and a non-synonymous
variant, rs1042114 (C27F), were found to be associated
with opioid dependence in patients of European descent
(Mayer et al, 1997; Zhang et al, 2008). A haplotype
containing those same coding SNPs and an additional four
variants (rs678849, rs2298896, rs12749204, and rs204076)
was also associated with dependence on drugs, including
opioids, in European-Americans (Zhang et al, 2008). Zhang
et al further observed a nominal association between
rs569356, a SNP that effects OPRD1 promotor activity, and
opioid addiction (Zhang et al, 2010, 2008). Three common
intronic SNPs (rs2236861, rs2236857, and rs3766951) were
nominally associated with heroin dependence in European-
Americans, although these associations were not significant
after correction for multiple testing (Levran et al, 2008). In
an Australian cohort, rs2236857 was again associated with
heroin dependence, along with a haplotype block consisting
of rs2236857 and rs581111 (Nelson et al, 2012). In addition
to these associations with opioid dependence, an intronic
variant of OPRD1 (rs678849) has also been associated
with cocaine dependence in African-Americans (Crist et al,
2012). Despite the potential links between OPRD1 variants
and drug dependence, however, replication of many of these
findings has been difficult (Franke et al, 1999; Loh el et al,
2004; Xuei et al, 2007). A small number of studies have also
analyzed OPRD1 polymorphisms in the context of addiction
treatment. In one trial, the efficacy of naltrexone in
treating alcoholism in European-Americans was found to

be associated with the genotype at rs4654327 (Ashenhurst
et al, 2012). Another study analyzed the effect of rs2234918
(G307G) on treatment outcome in opioid addicts treated
with methadone; however, no association was observed
(Crettol et al, 2008).
Approved treatments for opioid dependence act by

affecting one or more of the opioid receptors. Methadone
functions primarily as a MOR agonist (reviewed in Nicholls
et al (2010)); however, downstream signaling through DOR
instead of MOR has been demonstrated in mice implanted
with methadone pellets for 3 days, and chronic in vitro
exposure of cell lines to methadone resulted in uncoupling
of DOR from the G-proteins required for downstream
activation (Liu et al, 1999; Rady et al, 2002). These studies
suggest that DOR may have a currently unknown role in
methadone’s mechanism of action. Unlike methadone,
which is a full MOR agonist, buprenorphine acts as both a
partial MOR agonist and a KOR antagonist (reviewed in
Nicholls et al (2010)). Buprenorphine has high affinity for
DOR, and some evidence suggests the medication may
act as a DOR antagonist (Negus et al, 2002). Treatment with
buprenorphine also results in upregulation of DOR in the
rat forebrain (Belcheva et al, 1993). Despite these potential
connections, the functional role of DOR following treatment
with methadone or buprenorphine is unclear. A single
genetic variant in OPRD1 has been studied for an effect on
opioid addiction treatment, but no association was observed
(Crettol et al, 2008). An open-label clinical trial, titled
‘Starting Treatment with Agonist Replacement Therapy’
(START), randomized opioid dependent patients to metha-
done or buprenorphine/naloxone (hereafter referred to as
buprenorphine) to assess the effects on liver function, and
also collected genetic material and data on treatment
response (Saxon et al, 2013). The current study examines
the associations between common OPRD1 genetic variants
and treatment outcome in this clinical trial.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants and Procedures

The main study methodology and primary outcomes have
been previously described (Saxon et al, 2013). Briefly,
individuals were recruited for treatment at federally
licensed opioid treatment programs in the United States
between May 2006 and October 2009. Institutional review
boards at participating sites approved the study and
oversight was provided by the NIDA Clinical Trials Network
Data Safety and Monitoring Board. Patients met DSM-IV-
TR criteria for opioid dependence and were at least 18 years
of age. Ethnicity was determined by self-report. Individuals
were excluded from the trial for any of the following
reasons: cardiomyopathy, liver disease, acute psychosis,
blood levels of alanine amino transferase or aspartate amino
transferase greater than five times the maximum normal
level, or poor venous access. Patients were randomly
assigned to 24 weeks of open-label buprenorphine or
methadone treatment.
A flexible dosing approach was used, with a wide-range

allowed in both induction dosing and subsequent main-
tenance dosing. Dose changes were allowed during the
study. After an initial dose of 2–8mg of buprenorphine,
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first day dose could be increased to 16mg in the case
of persistent withdrawal. Buprenorphine could be further
increased in subsequent days to a maximum dose of 32mg;
the mean maximum daily dose for the trial completers
analyzed in this study was 24.5±8.3mg. The maximum
initial dose of methadone was limited to 30mg.
An additional dose was allowed for persistent withdrawal
up to a maximum total first day dose of 40mg as stipulated
by US statute. Methadone could be increased in subsequent
days by 10mg increments with no specific maximum. The
mean maximum daily methadone dose for the trial
completers analyzed in this study was 97.3±45.0mg.
Participants came to the clinic daily for observed dosing
except on Sundays and holidays or when take-home
medications were permitted by local regulations. Urine
drug samples were tested weekly for opioids. Samples
testing positive for methadone were counted as positive
for individuals in the buprenorphine group, but not for
individuals in the methadone group.

SNP Selection and Genotyping

SNPs were selected using the Tagger algorithm as part of
Haploview software (http://www.broadinstitute.org/haplo-
view) to maximize genotyping coverage in OPRD1
(Figure 1), while minimizing the total number of SNPs to
genotype (Barrett et al, 2005). The region use for the Tagger
program was Chromosome 1: 29 128 654–29 195 208, which
includes 10 kb upstream and 5 kb downstream of the gene.
Using the International HapMap Project CEU population
data (HapMap data release 28 phase II and III, August
2010, http://www.hapmap.org), six SNPs (rs1042114 (C27F),
rs678849, rs10753331, rs529520, rs581111, and rs2234918
(G307G)) capture 67% of SNPs in the region with a minor
allele frequency cutoff of 10% and an r2 threshold of 0.8
(Figure 1). In the HapMap ASW population data (HapMap
data phase III/rel#2 February 2009), five SNPs (rs678849,
10753331, rs529520, rs581111, and rs2234918 (G307G))
capture 18% of SNPs in the region with a minor allele
frequency cutoff of 10% and an r2 threshold of 0.8
(Figure 1). rs2234918 (G307G) was not included in the LD
calculation as it was not genotyped in the HapMap
population. The variant was still genotyped in this study
because it is a coding variant previously associated with
drug dependence (Mayer et al, 1997; Zhang et al, 2008).
rs1042114 (C27F) was not genotyped in African-Americans
because the SNP only has a minor allele frequency of
5.1% in that population. Of the nine variants previously
found to be significantly associated with opioid addiction

(either individually or as part of an associated haplotype),
four variants (rs1042114, rs678849, rs581111, and
rs2234918) are genotyped in this study. An additional SNP
previously associated with opioid addiction (rs2298896) is
tagged by rs10753331 in European-Americans, whereas
rs1042114 also tags the functional promotor SNP rs569356
in that population. A comparison between the minor allele
frequencies observed in this study and those in the HapMap
populations is presented in Supplementary Table 1.

Statistical Analysis

For each SNP, deviation from Hardy–Weinberg Equilibrium
was assessed in both the European-American and African-
American populations. All SNPs were in Hardy–Weinberg
Equilibrium (pX0.05) in both populations. Because of
different minor allele frequencies in the African-American
and European-American populations, the two populations
were analyzed separately. Initial comparisons of average
outcome in methadone treatment compared with that of
buprenorphine treatment were analyzed by Student’s t-test.
Linear regression was used to analyze the associations
between genotype and treatment outcome, defined as the
percentage of opioid-positive urine drug screens over 24
weeks, in the methadone and buprenorphine groups
separately. A gene� environment analysis was performed
using the percentage of opioid-positive urine drug
screens over the 24 weeks of the treatment program as the
phenotype, whereas treatment group was used as a
covariate. All p-values were corrected for multiple testing
using the false discovery rate procedure with the cutoff for
statistical significance after correction set to pp0.05
(Benjamini et al, 2001). Linear regressions, gene�
environment analyses, and haplotype analyses were per-
formed using the software package PLINK v1.07 (Purcell
et al, 2007).
We used a Generalized Estimating Equation (GEE) to

investigate the associations of genotype and repeated
urinalysis outcomes from weeks 1 to 24, adjusting for the
effects of time, age, gender, maximal dose, and treatment
group. A second GEE analysis was performed with cocaine
dependence status included as an additional covariate.
GEE is a quasi-likelihood-based method, which produces
population averaged estimates for repeated binary
outcomes (Liang and Zeger, 1986). We report our estimates
as relative risks (RRs), and bootstrapped 95% confidence
intervals (CIs) based on 1000 replicate samples. Because of
the small number of African-American patients with the
T/T genotype (n¼ 3), individuals with the T/T genotype

Figure 1 Diagram of the OPRD1 gene (Chr1: 29138654-29190208) and the six SNPs genotyped in this study. Gray boxes indicate exons and boxes with
diagonal lines indicate untranslated regions. The residue numbers and encoded amino acids of the synonymous and non-synonymous variants are
included after the SNP IDs. SNP and exon locations taken from the February 2009 build of the human genome in UCSC Genome Browser
(http://www.genome.ucsc.edu).
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were combined with those with the C/T genotype in all
analyses of that ethnic group. We analyzed urinalysis
outcomes for both treatment groups separately and for the
entire sample as a whole, examining the main effects of
treatment and C/C genotype, as well as the interaction effect
of treatment�C/C genotype. Urine drug screens missed by
patients were excluded from all analyses.

RESULTS

Demographics

DNA samples were available from 566 European-Americans
and 77 African-Americans who received either methadone
or buprenorphine for the treatment of opioid dependence.
The mean age, gender percentages, and average outcome for
the two treatment groups are provided in Table 1 for
both European-Americans and African-Americans. The
average percentage of opioid-positive urine tests was not
significantly different between patients administered
methadone (38.6%) or buprenorphine (36.6%, p¼ 0.47).
African-Americans had significantly more opioid-positive
urine tests than European-Americans when treated with
either methadone (AA: 51.7±34.3%, EA: 36.9±32.9%,
p¼ 0.02) or buprenorphine (AA: 48.3±38.2%, EA:
34.9±36.9%, p¼ 0.02).

Genotyping Results

The locations of the genotyped SNPs are indicated on a map
of the OPRD1 gene (Figure 1). To ensure that the
randomization process in the clinical trial had not skewed
the allele frequencies in either of the treatment groups, the
minor allele frequencies in the methadone and buprenor-
phine groups were compared. The minor allele frequencies
for all variants were not significantly different between the
two treatment groups in either European-Americans or
African-Americans (data not shown).

Pharmacogenetic Analyses

Linear regression was used to determine if any of the
genotyped variants were associated with the percentage of
opioid-positive urine tests over the 24-week trial in either
the methadone or buprenorphine groups. No significant
associations were found in European-Americans (Table 2);
however, a single variant, rs678849, was significantly
associated with treatment outcome in African-Americans

prescribed buprenorphine (Table 3). In the African-Amer-
ican group treated with buprenorphine, individuals with the
CC genotype at rs678849 had significantly more positive
opioid urine test results during 24 weeks of treatment
(60.7±37.2%) than individuals in the combined CT and TT
genotypes group (30.7±32.3%, p¼ 0.004; Table 3). This
effect was not observed in the African-American methadone
treatment group (CC genotype: 42.7±30.0%; CT/TT geno-
types: 64.2±36.1%, p¼ 0.07; Table 3). Haplotype analysis
was used to determine if multiple SNPs were significantly
associated with outcome in either treatment group.
Nominally significant haplotypes were identified in the
European-American and African-American populations for
both treatments, however, none of these haplotypes
were significant after correction for multiple testing
(Supplementary Table 2). In African-Americans treated
with buprenorphine, none of the haplotypes were more
informative than rs678849 alone.
To further determine if the selected OPRD1 variants were

associated with outcome when comparing methadone with
buprenorphine, a gene� environment analysis was per-
formed with treatment group as the environmental covari-
ate. The percentage of opioid-positive urine tests over the
24-week trial was used as the measure of treatment
outcome. Although there were no significant interactions
observed in European-Americans (Table 2), there was a
significant association between the genotype at rs678849
and treatment outcome in African-Americans (p¼ 0.0008;
Table 3). GEEs were used to calculate the effect of this
gene� environment interaction when the 24 weeks of
urinalysis data were taken as repeated measures. A
significant interaction between the genotype at rs678849
and treatment group was again observed in African-
Americans (RR¼ 3.26, 95% CI¼ 2.66–4.19, p¼ 5.9� 10� 5).
As expected, buprenorphine patients with the CC genotype
were more likely to have opioid-positive drug screens than
individuals in the combined CT and TT genotypes group
(RR¼ 2.17, 95% CI¼ 1.95–2.68, p¼ 0.008) (Figure 2b).
Methadone patients with the CC genotype, however, were
less likely to have opioid-positive urine drug screens than
those in the combined CT and TT genotypes group
(RR¼ 0.52, 95% CI¼ 0.44–0.60, p¼ 0.001; Figure 2a). No
effects of age, gender, or maximal dose were observed. As
rs678849 has been previously associated with cocaine
dependence in African-Americans, the data were reanalyzed
with cocaine dependence status as a covariate. Cocaine
dependence was not significantly associated with
opioid-positive drug urine drug screens, whereas the

Table 1 Demographic Information and Treatment Outcomes for Patients Treated with Methadone or Buprenorphine for Opioid
Dependence

Treatment group Methadone Methadone Buprenorphine Buprenorphine

Ethnicity EA AA EA AA

Number (% male) 275 (63.3%) 36 (72.2%) 291 (72.5%) 41 (65.9%)

Mean age±SD 35.7±10.6 47.8±8.7 35.9±11.2 47.4±9.8

Mean maximal dose±SD (mg) 99.7±46.4 79.2±26.5 24.8±8.4 22.5±6.9

Mean % opioid positive Urinalysis±SD 36.9±32.9% 51.7±34.3% 34.9±36.9% 48.3±38.2%

Mean % cocaine positive Urinalysis±SD 31.6±38.2% 52.0±43.3% 26.1±33.9% 49.0±37.2%

Abbreviations: AA, African-American; EA, European-American.
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interaction between rs678849 genotype and treatment
group was still significant (RR¼ 3.46, 95% CI¼ 2.28–4.40,
p¼ 3.4� 10� 5).

DISCUSSION

The present pharmacogenetic study describes the associa-
tions between common OPRD1 genetic variants and patient

outcome in two treatments for opioid dependence. No
significant associations were observed in European-Amer-
icans, whereas one variant (rs678849) was associated
with treatment outcome in African-Americans. African-
American patients with the CC genotype had significantly
more illicit opioid use when treated with buprenorphine
compared with patients in the combined CT and TT
genotypes group. Conversely, African-American patients

Table 2 Analysis of Associations Between OPRD1 Genetic Variants and Treatment Outcome in Opioid-dependent European-Americans

SNP ID Minor
allele

MAF Position Beta 1—
methadone

P-value—
methadone

Beta 2—
buprenorphine

P-value—
buprenorphine

P-value—
G�E

rs1042114 (C27F) G 0.12 Chr1:29138975 � 0.07078 0.088 0.04655 0.33 0.062

rs678849 C 0.47 Chr1:29145188 0.01392 0.63 0.03414 0.28 0.64

rs10753331 A 0.35 Chr1:29164582 � 0.01238 0.69 0.02400 0.44 0.41

rs529520 T 0.46 Chr1:29174946 � 0.04248 0.15 0.02850 0.35 0.092

rs581111 T 0.27 Chr1:29175373 � 0.02447 0.45 0.04398 0.23 0.16

rs2234918
(G307G)

C 0.43 Chr1:29189597 0.00253 0.93 0.00274 0.93 1.00

Abbreviations: G� E, gene� environment; MAF, minor allele frequency.
P-values were generated by linear regression for the individual treatment groups, as well as gene� environment analyses with treatment group as a covariate.
The residue numbers and encoded amino acids of the synonymous and non-synonymous variants are included after the SNP IDs.

Table 3 Analysis of Associations Between OPRD1 Genetic Variants and Treatment Outcome in Opioid-dependent African-Americans

SNP ID Minor
allele

MAF Position Beta 1—
methadone

P-value—
methadone

Beta 2—
buprenorphine

P-value—
buprenorphine

P-value—
G�E

rs678849 T 0.26 Chr1:29145188 0.2151 0.067 � 0.2652 0.0043 0.00081

rs10753331 A 0.39 Chr1:29164582 0.07416 0.48 0.00481 0.96 0.62

rs529520 G 0.33 Chr1:29174946 0.08214 0.44 � 0.1134 0.28 0.19

rs581111 C 0.34 Chr1:29175373 0.1428 0.17 0.01698 0.84 0.34

rs2234918
(G307G)

T 0.33 Chr1:29189597 0.1615 0.070 0.02902 0.76 0.29

Abbreviations: G� E, gene� environment; MAF, minor allele frequency.
P-values were generated by linear regression for the individual treatment groups, as well as gene� environment analyses with treatment group as a covariate.
The residue number and encoded amino acids of the synonymous variant is included after the SNP ID.

Figure 2 Weekly urinalysis data for African-Americans based on rs678849 genotype. Patients were treated for opioid dependence with either
methadone (a) or buprenorphine (b) for 24 weeks. Weekly urine drug screens were administered for the presence of opioids other than the one
prescribed. The average percentage of opioid-positive urine tests during each week is provided for individuals with either the C/C genotype or the C/T and
T/T genotypes, which were combined due to the low number of T/T patients (n¼ 3). Time, age, gender, maximal dose, and treatment group were analyzed
as covariates. (a) Methadone patients with the CC genotype (n¼ 21) were less likely to have opioid-positive urine drug screens than patients with the C/T
or T/T genotypes (n¼ 15; RR¼ 0.52, 95% CI¼ 0.44–0.60, p¼ 0.001). (b) Buprenorphine patients with the CC genotype (n¼ 24) were more likely to have
opioid-positive drug screens than patients with the C/T or T/T genotypes (n¼ 17; RR¼ 2.17, 95% CI¼ 1.95–2.68, p¼ 0.008).
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with the CC genotype had significantly worse opioid use
outcomes when treated with methadone than individuals in
the combined CT and TT genotypes group. These associa-
tions were independent of age, gender, maximal dose, or
cocaine dependence status.
The opposite associations between rs678849 genotype and

treatment outcome in the methadone and buprenorphine
groups may reflect the different mechanisms of action of the
two drugs. Methadone is classified as a MOR agonist,
reducing illicit opioid use through MOR activation that
minimizes withdrawal symptoms and moderates craving.
Extended methadone treatment, however, may have off-
target effects on DOR as well as suggested by several recent
studies. Patients undergoing methadone maintenance,
for example, show decreased levels of DOR protein in
lymphocytes, and cell lines treated with methadone have
shown similar decreases in expression (Toskulkao et al,
2010). Other in vitro studies have indicated that methadone
treatment results in uncoupling of DOR from G-proteins,
leading to desensitization of DOR (Liu et al, 1999).
Methadone may also activate signaling through DOR.
Methadone-induced antinociception is caused by signaling
through MOR in both mice and rats; however, administra-
tion of methadone for several days results in a switch to
DOR signaling (Morinville et al, 2003; Rady et al, 2002).
Methadone has also been shown to have higher efficacy at
MOR/DOR heterodimers than at MOR monomers
(Yekkirala et al, 2012).
Unlike methadone, buprenorphine is a partial MOR

agonist that also functions as a KOR antagonist. In addition,
buprenorphine has high affinity for DOR (Negus et al, 2002;
Wood et al, 1981). The medication appears to have limited
ability to activate downstream signaling through DOR,
although some evidence suggests that norbuprenorphine, a
metabolite of buprenorphine, functions as a DOR agonist
in vitro (Huang et al, 2001; Kajiwara et al, 1986). Other data
suggest that buprenorphine is instead an antagonist of the
DOR protein (Negus et al, 2002). Buprenorphine treatment
has also been shown to induce upregulation of DOR in the
mouse forebrain (Belcheva et al, 1993). The functional
relevance of this increased receptor expression is unclear.
The connections between DOR and both methadone and
buprenorphine suggest that DOR may be more relevant to
the mechanisms of action of these medications than
currently believed.
The association between rs678849 and treatment outcome

indicates that rs678849 tags the locus responsible for the
observed effect or is itself the causative SNP. Based on data
from the 1000 Genomes Project, rs678849 is not in high LD
(r240.7) with any other SNP in OPRD1. Given the minor
allele frequency of rs678849 in African-Americans (25.5%), it
is unlikely that sequencing projects such as the 1000
Genomes Project have overlooked a tagged variant of similar
frequency. There are also no known copy number variations
(Database of Genomic Variants, http://projects.
tcag.ca/variation) or microRNAs (UCSC Genome Browser,
http://www.genome.ucsc.edu) in the vicinity of OPRD1 in
African-Americans, leaving rs678849 as a good candidate for
the causative variant in this study. As an intronic SNP more
than 6 kb from the nearest exon, it is unclear what effect
rs678849 might have on the OPRD1 transcript.
The SNP does not affect a CpG site that could potentially

be methylated, nor does it reside within any predicted CpG
islands (UCSC Genome Browser). However, the SNP could
still potentially affect splicing of the OPRD1 transcript, or
change expression of OPRD1 by altering transcription factor-
binding sites. The TRANSFAC database predicts the T allele
of rs678849 to contribute to a binding site for the trans-
cription factor USF2; however, this binding site is not
predicted in the presence of the C allele. There is also a
possibility that the observed effects of rs678849 involve genes
other than OPRD1. For example, the SNP is identified as an
expression-QTL for PHACTR4 (http://eqtl.uchicago.edu),
which encodes a neuronally expressed regulator of protein
phosphatase 1 (Montgomery et al, 2010; Zhang et al, 2012).
However, the gene is located more than 300 kb upstream of
rs678849 and regulation by the variant would necessitate the
existence of a long-range enhancer. Another explanation is
that rs678849 is not the causative SNP, but is instead in high-
linkage disequilibrium with multiple less common variants
that all have effects on the efficacy of methadone and
buprenorphine. Although the mechanism of rs678849 is
unclear, this study is not the first association observed
between the variant and addiction-related phenotypes. The
major allele of rs678849 (C) has been found to be associated
with cocaine dependence in African-Americans and a six
SNP haplotypes including the C allele of rs678849 was
associated with alcohol, cocaine, and opioid dependence in
European-Americans (Crist et al, 2012; Zhang et al, 2008).
These studies further support the role of rs678849 in drug
addiction phenotypes.
One important clinical question arising from these data is

why the effect of rs678849 is only observed in African-
Americans. Differences in the response to exogenous
opioids between ancestral populations have previously been
observed (Bayerer et al, 2007; Nielsen et al, 2010). The effect
of butorphanol and morphine on certain types of analgesia
is greater in African-Americans compared with non-
Hispanic whites (Sibille et al, 2011). The different genetic
backgrounds of African-Americans and European-Amer-
icans are likely to contribute to the differential response to
opioids observed by Sibille et al (2011). Drug metabolism
rates between patients of different ancestry have also been
associated with genetic variation (Bradford, 2002). Poly-
morphisms in the genes encoding enzymes that metabolize
medications may alter the response to methadone or
buprenorphine and occur at different frequencies across
various ethnic groups, suggesting a potential mechanism by
which genetic background might modify the effect of
rs678849 on treatment outcome in a population-specific
manner.
The association of rs678849 genotype with both metha-

done and buprenorphine treatment outcome suggests
that patient genotype may be valuable information
when selecting between treatment options; however, there
are several potential limitations with this analysis. During
the START clinical trial, an increased dropout rate and
subsequent increase in missed urine drug tests was
observed in patients treated with buprenorphine (25.4%
missed tests) compared with those treated with methadone
(12.9%; Saxon et al, 2013). As our analyses excluded these
missing tests, opioid usage rates may be higher than those
calculated from our urinalysis data, particularly in bupre-
norphine patients. In addition, less than 12% of the patients
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enrolled in the START clinical trial self-reported their
ethnicity as African-American. This low percentage is
consistent with many other clinical trials for opioid
dependence in the United States, in which the most
common ethnicity among patients is European-American
(Fiellin et al, 2001; Johnson et al, 1995; Ling et al, 1996;
Strain et al, 1999; Woody et al, 2008). The relatively small
number of African-American patients in this study in-
creases the possibility that the study population is not an
accurate representation of the opioid-addicted African-
American population as a whole. Because of these limita-
tions, replication of our study in an independent population
of opioid-dependent African-Americans will be required.
Unfortunately, few relevant sample sets are currently
available. As mentioned above, the majority of patients in
opioid cessation clinical trials are European-American.
Although African-Americans are the next largest ethnic
group enrolled in these trials, they often account for less
than 25% of total samples (Fiellin et al, 2001; Johnson et al,
1995; Ling et al, 1996; Strain et al, 1999; Woody et al, 2008).
Many previous studies would, therefore, be underpowered
for a retrospective pharmacogenetic study of African-
Americans because of small sample sizes. As our findings
indicate a pharmacogenetic effect with potential clinical
relevance for the treatment of opioid dependence, con-
firmation through either a retrospective or prospective
clinical trial must be a priority.
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